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Reducing or eliminating bacteria on surfaces is vital for medical devices, drinking water quality,
and industrial processes. Evaluating surface bacterial growth at buried interfaces can be problematic due
to the time-consuming disassembly process required for obtaining standard surface samples. In this work,
a continuous, non-destructive, and reusable method was developed to detect surface bacterial growth
at buried interfaces. Inspired by vascular systems in nature that permit chemical communication between
the surface and underlying tissues of an organism, bacterial-specific signals diffusing from cells on the
surface were detected in channels filled with an inert carrier fluid embedded in a polymer matrix. The
carrier fluid was analyzed using conductivity, ultraviolet-visible (UV-vis) spectroscopy, and highperformance liquid chromatography (HPLC); methods that ranged in sensitivity and accessibility. A
second iteration prototype was developed that addressed delamination and contamination issues.
Carrier fluid from the second prototype vascularized polymers with surface Escherichia coli
growth recorded greater values inconductivity (9.32 ± 0.22 mS/cm) against controls with no bacteria
(7.86 ± 0.29 mS/cm) after 24 hours. Additionally, sample carrier fluid absorbance (0.535 ± 0.041 a.u.)
was greater than control carrier fluid absorbance (0.430 ± 0.016 a.u.) after 24 hours. HPLC analysis
detected two matrix-specific peaks in carrier fluid from controls and the appearance of a bacterial-specific
peak in carrier fluid from

samples. Extracting and refilling the vascular channels with new carrier fluid allowed for the system to
continuously monitor surface bacterial growth over time and measure early detection. Differences in
conductivity, absorbance, and HPLC were observed at 8 hours of surface bacterial growth. Clinically
relevant bacterial strains, Staphylococcus aureus and Pseudomonas aeruginosa, were tested and
yielded significant increases in carrier fluid in conductivity, absorbance, and HPLC peak areas. This
work lays the foundation for the use of vascularized polymers as an adaptive system for the continuous,
non-destructive detection of surface bacteria along with multiple methods for analysis.
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION
1.1 Overview
Surface bacterial growth is problematic in a wide range of areas, including medical devices 1–4,
drinking water networks5–9, and industrial processes.10,11 Ingestion of drinking water with microbial
contamination allows for the transmission of diseases such as dysentery, typhoid, and cholera.12 To combat
low water quality in urban settings, water is first disinfected at treatment plants for safe drinking.7 Water
distribution networks consist of underground pipelines that are used to transfer water from the treatment
facility to endpoint household users. Water quality decreases along this pathway due to biofilms formed
from bacterial growth on the inner walls of pipelines that can induce pipe surface corrosion, reduce residual
disinfectant concentrations, and produce compounds that negatively impact odor and taste.5–8 Detection of
bacteria in these systems is difficult as a majority of bacteria occur as surface biofilms rather than remaining
in the liquid water phase.9 One potential solution includes altering pipes from plastic-based materials to
cement-based materials that support less fixed bacteria.8 However, to evaluate the bacterial growth on the
surface at these buried interfaces, small sections of underground water pipelines known as coupons must
be obtained and tested resulting in decreased performance and downtime. Detecting surface bacterial
growth at these interfaces is not only crucial for positive health outcomes, but the downtime generated from
disassembly and testing surface bacterial growth at buried interfaces can severely limit performance. An
alternative detection method is necessary.
In nature, both plant and animal systems use vascular networks, either directly or indirectly, to
detect surface bacterial growth.13–15 The vascular network is a system of three-dimensional channels
dispersed throughout the plant and animal body. For plants, the network ranges from large xylem that carry
the bulk of nutrients to capillaries that allow for the diffusion of nutrients to neighboring tissues. By
continuously detecting and responding to external stimuli through a combination of diffusion and active
transport mechanisms, vascular networks allow plants and animals to maintain homeostasis. For instance,
1

phytohormones triggered by environmental signals are transported from source tissues to target tissues to
allow for long-range communication via active transport and diffusion within the plant.13 In the classic case
of the wound response, tomato plants synthesize and release jasmonic acid at the wound site to promote
defense responses.15 A new method of surface bacterial detection would benefit from using an embedded
vascular network.
1.2 Objective of This Study
The purpose of this work is to embed a vascular network within an agar polymer matrix to monitor
surface bacterial growth at buried interfaces (Figure 1.1). As time progresses, bacterial-specific compounds
diffuse from the surface bacteria to the inert embedded carrier fluid. The carrier fluid will be extracted and
analyzed using conductivity, UV-vis spectroscopy, and HPLC; methods that range in sensitivity and
accessibility. Surface bacterial growth will remain undisturbed as the inlet and outlet pathways for carrier
fluid are located below the surface. Extracting and refilling the channels with fresh carrier fluid will allow
for continuous detection of the surface bacterial growth. Clinically relevant bacterial strains will be tested.
This work will lay the foundation for the use of vascularized polymers as an adaptive system for the
continuous, non-destructive detection of surface bacteria with multiple methods for analysis.

Figure 1.1 Vascularized polymers for surface bacterial growth detection schematic. Bacteria on
the surface release bacterial-specific compounds that diffuse to the embedded channels filled with an
inert carrier fluid. The carrier fluid can then be extracted and analyzed.
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1.3 Literature Review
1.3.1 Microbial Growth and Detection
Microbial batch growth occurs in four phases: lag, exponential, stationary, and death.16–18 On
polyethylene terephthalate surfaces, bacterial growth has been observed to exhibit the distinct lag and
exponential phases.19 During the lag phase, bacteria cells are synthesizing proteins and other molecules
needed to undergo cell division. A bacterial growth curve can be used to represent the number of live
bacterial cells over time. When plotted using a logarithmic scale of the number of live bacteria against time,
the lag phase is the initial horizontal section (Figure 1.2). The next and arguably most famous phase,
exponential, occurs when bacteria begin to undergo rapid cell division and appears as a linear increase on
the bacterial growth curve. Bacteria are highly metabolically active during this stage. However, after
depleting nutrients and accumulating waste products, cell division ceases and the number of live bacteria
cells plateaus in the stationary phase. Eventually, live cell numbers will decrease without nutrients ending

Figure 1.2 Bacterial growth curve. Logarithmic plot of the number of live bacterial cells over time.
Reproduced from Ref [18].
3

the bacterial growth curve with the death phase. In addition to the bacterial growth curve, the medium
bacteria grow on plays an important role in survival.
By adhering and growing on surfaces, bacteria are provided with multiple benefits. First and
foremost, the formation of layers of cells and extracellular polymeric substances known as a biofilm
provides shelter from mechanical damage and shearing fluid flow.20,21 Additionally, biofilms provide
bacteria with additional resistance to antibiotics. 22 In the case of water pipelines where nutrient density for
bacteria is poor, organic matter that settles on the bottom provides surface growth bacteria with locally high
nutrient areas.23 The formation of bacteria on buried surfaces for added survival benefits can make it
difficult to test via standard surface detection methods.
According to ISO 18593:2018, the standard method for obtaining surface bacteria samples is
through the use of contact plates, stick swabs, sponges, and clothes.24 These methods are considered nondestructive, but results can highly vary due to sampling material and user technique such as swabbing
pressure from users.25,26 Probst et al found improvements in recovery could be obtained for these methods
by using nylon-flocked swabs over the standard cotton swabs.27 More aggressive methods like sonication
and scraping improve surface bacterial detection results yet can be destructive to the surface being tested.3,28
Altogether, conventional surface bacterial detection methods are challenging when the surface to be
evaluated cannot be easily accessed.
When more easily accessible, bacteria can be detected using any number of compounds that are
produced as they grow and reproduce. During the growth phase, bacteria release numerous bacterialspecific compounds that can be analyzed and targeted for detection. 29–33 A muropeptide, the basic subunit
of the cell wall, can contain up to five amino acids linked to a disaccharide.34 A study of the Escherichia
coli metabolome indicates a majority of the compounds synthesized from metabolic activity are amino
acids.35 For detecting the compounds produced by metabolic activity of bacteria, conductivity has served
as a common inexpensive method. The production of charged metabolites and breakdown of large
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uncharged molecules from bacterial growth increase a solution’s conductivity. 16,36 Conductivity is the
inverse of resistivity and defined as37
1

(1)

AR

(2)

𝜎=𝜌
where

𝜌=

l

and 𝜎 represents conductivity (Ω-1 m-1), 𝜌 is resistivity (Ω m), A is the cross-sectional area (m2), R is the
resistance (Ω), and l is the length (m). It is important to note that the units of conductivity are typically
expressed using siemens (S) which is equal to the reciprocal of an ohm (Ω-1).
Advancements in UV-vis spectroscopy have allowed for the detection of organic compounds such
as bacterial metabolites.38,39 Organic matter readily absorbs light with wavelengths from 250–380 nm. UVvis spectroscopy has the advantages of low cost and portability making it useful in detecting pollutants in
aqueous environments. The Lambert-Beer law has been used to correlate absorbance to concentration of an
absorbing compound and is expressed with the following equation:
𝐴 = 𝐾𝑎𝑙

(3)

where 𝐴 is the absorbance, 𝐾 is the molar absorption coefficient of the absorbing substance (L m-1 mol-1),
𝑎 is the concentration of the absorbing substance (mol L-1), and 𝑙 is the thickness of the absorbing layer
(m).
For more sensitive and costly analysis, HPLC has been used for evaluating compounds released
from bacteria.29–32,34 HPLC operates by using a solvent, the mobile phase, and high-pressure pump to
transfer samples to a column for separation, the stationary phase. Column types for analysis include size
exclusion, ion-exchange, normal phase, and more. The stationary phase is selected to allow for the detection
of compounds based on differing characteristics. In the case of a size exclusion column, larger molecules
do not enter the pores of the stationary phase’s polymer matrix and pass through the column faster. A
downstream UV-vis detector then records the absorbance and time in a chromatogram. Comparing sample
5

peak retention times with known compound standards can then allow for the identification of compounds
For example, using an Aminex column and known acid standards, 13 short-chain acids were identified from
anaerobic Peptostreptococcus anaerobius.30 It is important to note that compounds and concentrations
produced by bacteria differ between strains. More specifically, the metabolites pyoverdine and pyocyanin
are responsible for the distinct blue-green hue of Pseudomonas aeruginosa.40,41 By exploiting the
differences in volatile organic compounds between strains, Filipiak et al hypothesized that the identification
of bacterial strains could be achieved using advanced gas chromatography-mass spectrometry.2
For buried interface detection with polymers, sum-frequency generation vibrational spectroscopy
(SFG-VS) has been implemented.42,43 For biological purposes, molecular structures of proteins at buried
solid/liquid and liquid/liquid interfaces have been probed and analyzed using SFG-VS. SFG-VS is an
optical process that works by using two pulsing laser beams—one tunable beam with an infrared frequency
and the other beam with a fixed visible frequency. When the two beams combine and overlap at surface for
probing, a sum frequency beam is generated. The equation is represented as
𝜔𝐼𝑅 + 𝜔𝑉𝐼𝑆 = 𝜔𝑆𝐹𝐺

(4)

where 𝜔𝐼𝑅 represents the tunable infrared beam, 𝜔𝑉𝐼𝑆 represents the fixed visible frequency, and
𝜔𝑆𝐹𝐺 corresponds to the sum frequency generated. Adjusting the infrared beam while recording the
intensity of the sum frequency beam generated creates a unique vibrational “footprint” that can be used to
identify molecules. It is important to note that various mediums such as water or air can alter the results of
SFG-VS and the system must remain permeable to infrared and visible light.44,45 A surface detection system
for true buried interfaces like underground water pipelines would need to allow for bacterial-specific
compounds to diffuse from the surface and be collected for later analysis.
1.3.2 Advanced Materials
In the pursuit of developing advanced materials that mimic the complex functionality and
responsiveness of biomaterials, a new class of materials referred to as smart materials has been developed.
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Smart materials are materials designed to alter one or more of their properties when exposed to an external
factor.46,47 The property changes of smart materials are designed to be both reversible and controllable. The
most notable types of smart materials are piezoelectric, shape memory, and magnetorheological.
Piezoelectric materials operate by allowing mechanical energy to be converted to electrical energy and vice
versa. Shape memory materials have the ability to return to their original shape when exposed to an external
stimulus. Magnetorheological materials exhibit property changes in the presence of magnetic fields.
Examples of external stimuli that trigger property changes in smart materials include light48, pH49, magnetic
fields47,50, and temperature51.
To further mimic biomaterials and their complexity, vascular networks have been incorporated into
materials.52–57 Using polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS) molds, polymers with embedded vascular systems have
been created to possess super-slippery surfaces that enhance antifouling.54 Self-healing capabilities have
been achieved by embedding a vascular network that extends to the surface.55 Using a hydrogel polymer
matrix and filling the vascular network with an antibiotic has allowed for the ability to spatially control
bacterial growth on the surface.52 Internal active cooling has become possible by filling embedded channels
with fluid for heat exchange.53,56 Furthermore, complex three-dimensional cell scaffolding has been
constructed within polymers using vascular systems to better mimic human tissues for experimentation.57
Vascularized polymers can be used for a variety of applications. To create advanced materials like smart
materials and vascularized polymers, an advanced manufacturing technique is required.
1.3.3 3D Printing
3D printing, or additive manufacturing, has revolutionized the modern-day manufacturing
process.58 Previously, parts were created by removing material via drilling, grinding, or cutting from a
starting block of material in a process known as subtractive manufacturing. Objects can now be produced
from a computer-aided design (CAD) file to a 3D object by the addition of materials in a layer-by-layer
process in as little as a few hours. The result is the rapid production of customizable prototypes. With these
outcomes, 3D printing has been particularly attractive to the aerospace and healthcare industries where
rapid, custom prototyping is ideal.59,60 The most established process of 3D printing is Fused Deposition
7

Modeling (FDM).61 In an FDM system, a plastic filament is heated above its melting temperature and
deposited through a nozzle onto a platform. The deposited filament then cools and solidifies. This process
is repeated layer-by-layer to generate a final part. Materials such as polylactic acid (PLA), polyethylene
terephthalate glycol (PETG), and thermoplastic polyurethane (TPU) can be used for FDM to generate
materials with desired strengths and flexibility. FDM printing is limited to thermoplastics that can be heated
and extruded as well as nozzle dimensions controlling layer heights.
The next well-established method in 3D printing is Stereolithography (SLA). SLA differs from
FDM printing in which an ultraviolet light curable resin is exposed to a light source such as a laser or
projector and photopolymerized in a layer-by-layer manner to create a solid object. 62,63 Using a laser to
create layers allows for SLA to create extremely fine objects with layers heights as low as 25 µm. However,
the resin from SLA printers is typically toxic and parts generated require extensive post-processing to fully
cure and safely handle.64 Furthermore, enclosures for the toxic fumes generated by SLA printers reduce the
printable area for SLA printers.
Direct-Ink-Writing (DIW) is a lesser-known 3D printing process and has been promising for
biomedical applications. Unlike conventional 3D printing methods, Direct-Ink-Writing (DIW) deposits a
slurry known as the “ink” from a nozzle in a layer-by-layer manner similar to FDM.65 The key part of this
process is that the ink is bound together by a binder agent and the property of the individual particles within
the ink is most desired. For instance, titanium particles suspended in Pluronic F-127 are printed via DIW
to create porous bone implants.66
Fugitive ink printing combines elements from DIW with specialized sacrificial inks by directly
printing the ink within a polymer matrix to serve as a vascular network placeholder for later extraction by
altering a physical parameter of the system. Fugitive ink printing has opened the doors for generating
embedded vascular networks in polymers.57,67 Pluronic F-127 has been favored as the sacrificial ink for its
ability to remain in a liquid state at cooler temperatures of 4 ℃ and solid paste at 37 ℃.68 Pluronic F-127
is a block co-polymer of polyethylene oxide, polypropylene oxide, polyethylene oxide (PEO-PPO-PEO).
8

At lower temperatures the block co-polymer units exist as a liquid. However, an increase to body
temperatures results in micelle formation due to the hydrophobic PPO cores and hydrophilic PEO tails that
result in a semi-crystalline solid structure. Using the fugitive ink printing technique, microvascular
networks can be created in a polymer matrix through a multi-step process (Figure 1.3). The result is a
polymer matrix with an embedded vascular network that can be used to mimic organ systems, assemble
cell scaffolding, and other biomedical applications.

Figure 1.3 Generating microvascular networks using fugitive ink printing. (A) Pluronic F-127 ink
is printed in a photocurable polymer matrix of similar density using DIW method. (B) The system is
exposed to ultraviolet light resulting in crosslinking of the polymer while printed channels remain a
liquid. (C) The liquid Pluronic F-127 is then removed from system via vacuum suction. (D) The end
result is vascular system embedded in a polymer matrix that can be used for numerous applications.
Adapted from Ref [67].
1.3.4 Diffusion Mass Transport
For vascular systems to be successful in delivering nutrients and signaling, mass transport occurs
through diffusion.13,14 Diffusion is the transport of materials due to concentration gradients. Chemical
species travel from high concentrations to low concentrations in an attempt to reach equilibrium. Diffusion
can be influenced by a variety of factors such as membrane porosity or temperature of the system.69 For
the simplest cases of one-dimensional diffusion and constant concentration, the rate at which steady-state
diffusion occurs can be represented using Fick’s 1 st Law.70,71

𝐽 = −𝐷𝑖𝑗
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𝜕𝐶𝑖
𝜕𝑥

(5)

Here, 𝐽 represents the molar flux (mol m-2 s-1). This is a term commonly used to describe mass transport.

𝐷𝑖𝑗 represents the diffusion coefficient of species 𝑖 in species 𝑗 (m2 s-1).

𝜕𝐶𝑖
𝜕𝑥

represents the concentration

gradient of species 𝑖 (mol m-3) across a width of length 𝑥 (m).
For most systems with changing concentrations over time, Fick’s 2nd Law can be applied by relating
the change in concentration over time to the concentration gradient.
𝜕𝐶𝑖
𝜕𝑡

= 𝐷𝑖𝑗

𝜕 2 𝐶𝑖

(6)

𝜕𝑥 2

Again, 𝐷𝑖𝑗 represents the diffusion coefficient of species 𝑖 in species 𝑗 (m2 s-1).
in concentration of species 𝑖 (mol m-3) over time 𝑡 (s).

𝜕 2 𝐶𝑖
𝜕𝑥 2

𝜕𝐶𝑖
𝜕𝑡

represents the change

represents the second order partial derivative

of the concentration gradient of species 𝑖 (mol m-3) across a width of length 𝑥 (m). It is important to note
that temperature, pressure, and material composition are assumed to be constant for the diffusion process
to obey Fick’s law.
1.4 Conclusions
Surface bacterial growth is problematic in a variety of areas.1–11 In particular, water distributions
networks are susceptible to decreased quality from treatment plants to endpoint users due to microbial
contamination from surface bacterial growth on pipe surfaces. Drinking water with microbial contamination
poses a serious risk to the human population.12 Conventional methods for surface bacterial growth detection
can be challenging when the surface being analyzed cannot be easily accessed. 3,25–28 Furthermore, the
downtime generated for standard surface bacterial detection should be minimized to maintain performance
by having a system that can continuously monitor growth at buried interfaces. Bacteria release numerous
compounds during growth from metabolites to cell wall structural components that can be targeted for
detection analysis.29–35 Using advanced manufacturing methods, vascular networks can be embedded in a
polymer matrix and used for a variety of applications.52–57 An alternative method for large-scale surface
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bacterial detection should implement a vascular network for the collection of bacterial-specific compounds
and analyzed with multiple methods that range in sensitivity and accessibility.
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CHAPTER 2
GENERAL METHODOLOGY & MATERIALS
2.1 Microbial Information
The bacterial strain used in this work for surface E.coli detection tests and continuous monitoring
trials was Escherichia coli K12 W3110 wild type CGSC # 4474 obtained from Yale Stock Center. For
clinically relevant strain tests, Staphylococcus aureus SC01 obtained from the Losick laboratory of Harvard
University and Pseudomonas aeruginosa PA01 wild type provided by the Massachusetts Institute of
Technology Ribbeck laboratory were used.
All original bacterial stocks cultures were stored at -80 ℃. Bacterial strains were transferred to 4.0
% (w/v) Miller’s Luria-Bertani (LB) agar streak plates for storage in a fridge at 4 ℃. Bacterial plates were
re-streaked after 2 weeks of fridge storage to prevent contamination or mutations from occurring. All LB
broth and agar growth mediums were sterilized via autoclaving at 121 ℃ for 60 minutes. The LB broth and
agar were sourced from Fisher Scientific.
For experiments, streak plates were created on 4.0 % (w/v) LB agar in a four-quadrant streaking
pattern to achieve single colony growth. After streaking, bacteria were incubated for 24 hours at 37 ℃.
Liquid cultures were prepared via inoculation with 2-3 isolated colonies into test tubes containing 5 mL LB
broth at 37 ℃ for 24 hours. An optical density (OD) of 0.08–0.10 absorbance units (a.u.) at 600 nm was
achieved by diluting the sample with blank LB broth.
2.2 3D Printing Information
To fabricate the vascular channels in a polymer matrix for surface bacterial growth detection, a
specialized 3D printer and extruder was used. The 3D printer used to fabricate vascularized polymers was
the System 30M from Hyrel 3D (Figure 2.1A). The System consisted of the printer machine, a yoke
mounting system for various extruder heads, and a full enclosure to protect the print job. Stepper motors
allowed for controlled movement in the x, y, and z directions for accurate and precise channel positioning.
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The printer was also equipped
with

Hyrel

3D’s

VOL-25

reservoir print head (Figure
2.1B). The specialized print
head allowed for channels to be
printed with a paste rather than
conventional filament using the
fugitive ink printing method
previously

described.67

The

Figure 2.1 Hyrel 3D printer. A) The Hyrel 30M System with
enclosure. B) The VOL-25 reservoir extruder printhead.

green metal syringe included with the VOL-25 print head allowed for up to 25 cubic centimeters of material
to be heated and printed. Material was extruded through a 15-guage blunt tip dispensing needle via a
threaded plunger rod. The 3D printer operated on Hyrel’s Repetrel software version 3.083_K.
Complex channel profiles were designed using computer-aided design (CAD) software SolidWorks
2020. Part designs were exported as stereolithography (STL) file formats for compatibility with slicing
software for G-code generation. SolidWorks was also used to generate 3D models for diffusion simulations
in COMSOL.
Channel designs had to be converted to a series of computer commands known as G-codes. Gcodes are a series of numerical commands that correspond to the print head position in the Cartesian
coordinate system and the amount of material to be extruded. Rather than create G-code commands by
hand, Slic3r version 1.3.0 served as an excellent open-source slicing program to generate a custom slicing
profile to print the channels. Within Slic3r, the VOL25_vase print profile was created. The key features of
the VOL25_vase profile included the vase mode feature to allow for thin wall printing of channels with a
single pass of the extruder head, slow print speeds of 20 mm/s to ensure smooth printing, and the inclusion
of the avoid crossing perimeters command that prevented the extruder head from intersecting previously
extruded material. The combination of these settings allowed for the vascular networks to be printed in a
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single continuous sweep which was vital for testing. The overall flow process of a channel design and
creation can be seen in Figure 2.2.

Figure 2.2 Process flow diagram for vascular channel creation. The Slic3r VOL25_vase profile
bridges the gap between SolidWorks CAD model and the final printed channel by converting STL files
to proper G-code commands.
2.3 Analysis Devices
The iBright imaging system model FL1500 was used to record images of bacteria on agar for
generating a bacterial growth curve. Photos were taken with the Colony No Emission channel setting and
smart exposure time of 36 milliseconds.
Conductivity measurements were obtained using Mettler Toledo FiveEasy conductivity meter with
Inlab 751-4mm probe for small volume measurements. The measurements were recorded using the
automatic measurement feature that waited for the sample and probe to reach equilibrium and then
displayed the conductivity value.
Absorbance measurements were recorded using a Thermo Scientific Genesys 150 UV-Visible
Spectrophotometer following organic matter wavelength guidelines.38 Fireflysci Sub-Micro cuvettes were
implemented to allow for absorbance readings of small volumes less than 0.5 milliliters.
High-performance liquid chromatography analysis was carried out using a Shimadzu Prominence
system equipped with a Bio-Rad Aminex HPX-87H column. The column oven temperature was maintained
at 60 ℃ during testing. The mobile phase of the system consisted of 5 mM sulfuric acid. The mobile phase
flow rate was 0.6 mL/min with a run time of 60 min. UV-vis detection was conducted with the Shimadzu
SPD-20AV detection unit set at 254 nm.
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2.4 Analysis Software
Intensity values from surface bacterial growth curve were obtained with ImageJ. Regions of interest
were bounded with rectangles and the mean grey value was recorded for intensity. Channel dimensions and
polymer thickness were calculated using the set scale and measure features from ImageJ.
Data values were stored in worksheets using Microsoft Excel for Microsoft 365 version 2203 build
16.0.15028.20178. Average values and sample standard deviations were calculated using Excel’s built-in
commands. Bar charts and line graphs for visual data presentations were created using Excel as well.
For evaluating statistical significance, Rstudio version 3.6.2 was the statistical computing platform
selected. Data sets were first evaluated if they were normally distributed using Shapiro-Wilk normality test.
After passing the normality tests, data sets were then be compared using Student’s t-tests. P-values were
analyzed to determine if statistical significance was present. An asterisk ranking system was implemented
to represent the p values with n.s., *,**,***,*** corresponding to p > 0.05, p < 0.05, p < 0.01, p < 0.001,
and p < 0.0001, respectively.
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CHAPTER 3
VASCULARIZED POLYMERS 1.0
3.1 Introduction
The first design of vascularized polymers were fabricated following the previous methods
described in the 3D Printed Bioinspired Vascularized Polymers thesis.72 By following the methods
described in the past thesis, channels contents could be altered for future use as a combination sense and
response system. These vascularized polymers will be referred to as vascularized polymers 1.0. The 1.0
stressing the first iterations of the polymers. An initial surface growth detection test was developed to test
if surface to channel diffusion of bacterial-specific compounds was achievable and could be detected with
the detection instruments described in Chapter 2.
3.2 Materials & Methods
The fabrication process for generating vascularized polymers 1.0 for surface bacterial growth
detection tests began with printing 30% (w/v) Pluronic F-127 in 1X phosphate-buffered saline (PBS)
directly on a 100 x 100 x 15 mm square polystyrene petri using the Hyrel 3D printer (Figure 3.1A). Channels
were printed following the EXP6 mini zigzag CAD model (Appendix A Table A.1) that generated a 60 x

Figure 3.1 Vascularized polymer fabrication process. A) 3D printing Pluronic F-127 on square petri
dish. B) Pouring LB agar over printed channels. C) Evacuating channel contents with pipette. Scale bar
1 cm. It is important to note the Pluronic F-127 ink has been dyed red with food coloring for demonstration
purposes.
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50 mm zigzag pattern with 90 ° turns at a single layer height and single nozzle width. Printing temperatures
were set at 30 ℃ extruder temperature and 50 ℃ bed temperature. After printing, 35 g 4.0 % (w/v) LB
agar at 50–55 ℃ was poured over the channels (Figure 3.1B). The agar and channels were allowed to cool
overnight at room temperature. The next day, the Pluronic F-127 ink within the channels was evacuated by
vacuum suction with a pipette through melted inlet and outlet holes on the bottom of the petri dish by briefly
cooling the system to 4 ℃ (Figure 3.1C). After evacuating, channels were washed with deionized water
twice. Channels were filled with 1X PBS and inlet/outlet holes were sealed with vacuum grease and tape.
Diluted liquid E. coli culture was applied to vascularized polymers 1.0 samples using a sterile cotton tip
applicator. To create a uniform bacterial lawn, the entire polymer surface was swabbed in a side-to-side
motion, rotated 60 °, and re-swabbed for a total of 3 passes. Controls were swabbed with blank LB broth
that lacked bacteria. Samples and controls were incubated for 24 hours at 37 ℃. Channel contents were
evacuated and analyzed for conductivity, absorbance, and HPLC with the instruments described in Chapter
2. For HPLC analysis, carrier fluid was diluted 1:2 with Milli-Q water due to low sample volume. Pluronic
F-127 powder was purchased from Sigma Aldrich. 10X PBS was sourced from Teknova and diluted with
deionized water to create 1X PBS. With n = 4, the agar polymer thickness was measured as 3.41 ± 0.23 mm
(Figure 3.2). The channel profiles were approximately semicircular with a height of 0.96 ± 0.12 mm and
width of 2.30 ± 0.18 mm. The entire vascular network had a volume of approximately 0.70 mL.

Figure 3.2 Vascularized polymer 1.0 cross-section. A) Schematic of the single-layered system with
channel profile at the basement layer and corresponding dimensions (n = 4). B) Photo of vascularized
polymer cross-section slice used for measurements. Scale bar 1 mm.
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3.3 Results and Discussion
A uniform lawn of bacteria could
be observed on the surface of sample
vascularized polymers that had surface
bacterial growth compared to control
vascularized polymers that lacked surface
bacterial growth which exhibited a clear
surface (Figure 3.3). Controls served as an
excellent indicator for proper aseptic
technique. If surface bacterial growth was

Figure 3.3 Vascularized polymers 1.0 control and
sample. Control on the left that lacks surface bacterial
growth. Sample on the right with a uniform lawn of surface
bacterial growth. Scale bar 1 cm.

observed on the control vascularized polymers, contamination would have occurred. It’s also important to
note that the surface of the sample remains undisturbed as no swabs or contact plates were required to obtain
a sample for detection. It was calculated that the swabbing side-to-side motion, rotate 60 °, and re-swab for
a total of 3 passes resulted in a seeding density of 3x10 4 colony forming units (CFUs) per square centimeter.
After 24 hours of surface bacterial growth, the vacuum grease and tape were removed from the inlet and
outlet holes and the 1X PBS carrier fluid was extracted using a pipette.
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The conductivity and absorbance at 600 nm were measured for the carrier fluid from the controls
and samples (Figure 3.4A & B). Carrier fluid from sample vascularized polymers that had surface bacterial
growth exhibited a larger conductivity (20.09 ± 0.28 mS/cm) over control vascularized polymers that lacked
surface bacterial growth (18.82 ± 0.22 mS/cm) and was statistically significant (p = 0.00054). The increase
in carrier fluid conductivity was most likely the result of charged bacterial-specific molecules diffusing
from the surface bacteria to the carrier fluid embedded within the channels.16,36 The molecules most likely
reduce the resistance (Equation 2) as the cross-sectional area and length of the conductivity probe remain
constant. The reduction in resistance then leads to increase in conductivity (Equation 1). It is important to
note that 1X PBS alone yields a conductivity of approximately 18.00 mS/cm. 1X PBS was chosen for the
inert carrier fluid as possessed low cytotoxicity levels and allowed for monitoring the carrier fluid’s effect
on the vascularized polymer matrix. The increase in conductivity for controls was likely attributed to the
sodium chloride salt present in LB agar. The next polymer matrix used should keep salt concentrations in
the matrix at a minimum.

Figure 3.4 Carrier fluid conductivity and absorbance. A) Conductivity of controls (n = 4) and
samples (n = 4) were significantly different after 24 hours of surface bacterial growth (p =
0.00054). B) Absorbance at 600 nm of controls (n = 4) and samples (n = 4) were also significantly
different after 24 hours of surface bacterial growth (p = 0.029).
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Evaluating the absorbance at 600 nm yielded a similar increased trend as conductivity. Carrier fluid
from samples showed an increased absorbance at 600 nm with 0.055 ± 0.002 a.u. compared to the lower
0.038 ± 0.009 a.u. exhibited from controls after 24 hours of surface bacterial growth. The absorbance results
also were statistically significant (p = 0.029). The wavelength of 600 nm for absorbance analysis was
initially chosen for its established use in microbial colony detection before further literature review
indicated organic matter could be better detected at smaller wavelengths. The increase in absorbance was
most likely attributed to an increase in concentration of bacteria which would increase the absorbance of
the carrier fluid (Equation 3). Significant differences between samples and controls with conductivity and
absorbance were promising as these methods are less expensive and can be more easily performed outside
of a laboratory setting.
HPLC analysis at 254 nm also detected differences between the carrier fluid from sample and
control vascularized polymers. The use of 254 nm is well established wavelength for the detection of
aromatic compounds that contribute to dissolved organic carbon content in water quality analysis. 39 An
offset chromatogram from a sample and control highlighted the absence of a peak at 11.0 minutes retention
time and appearance of new peak at 22.5 minutes retention time (Figure 3.5A). The 11.0 minutes retention
peak, marked i, was believed to be a matrix-specific food source. As time progressed and bacterial growth
occurred, the matrix-specific peak decreased in area in the sample carrier fluids in a manner similar to being
consumed by bacterial cells. Glucose, a carbon source for bacterial growth and readily available in the
laboratory, was hypothesized as the possible matrix-specific peak and analyzed with HPLC (Appendix B
Figure B.1). However, referring to Fisher Scientific’s product literature, LB agar instead contains yeast
extract and tryptone which supply vitamins, amino acids, and elements for bacterial growth. 73 Glucose did
not exhibit a peak at 11.0 minutes retention time and was ruled out as a possible candidate for the matrixspecific peak.
The bacterial-specific peak, marked ii, was only observed in sample carrier fluid. A comparison
of peak areas at the 11.0 and 22.5 minute retention times can be found in Figure 3.5B. Sample carrier fluid
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peak area (69134 ± 40239 units) was greatly reduced compared to control peak area (504352 ± 25298 units)
for the matrix-specific peak at 11.0 minutes retention time and was statistical significant (p = 8.2x10-6). The
bacterial-specific peak at 22.5 minutes retention time yielded a peak of 177266 ± 107179 units and was
significant (p = 0.034). Cross-referencing the literature for abundant metabolites produced by E. coli and
the guide to Aminex HPLC columns, glutamate, acetic acid, 4-hydroxybenzoic acid, and 3,4dihydroxybenzoic acid were analyzed with HPLC to be compared to the bacterial-specific peak (Appendix
B Figure B2–B5).29–31,35,74 None of the selected compounds yielded a peak at 22.5 minutes. As previously
mentioned in Chapter 1, bacteria release numerous metabolites as well as cellular components making it
difficult to pin-point the exact molecule responsible for the peak observed at 22.5 minutes retention time.
Identification of the bacterial-specific peak would require further specialized equipment, resources, and
time.

Figure 3.5 HPLC analysis of carrier fluid. A) Comparison of sample chromatogram with offset and
control chromatogram. Peak differences are marked i and ii. B) Sample (n = 4) and control (n = 4) peak
areas at 11.0 minutes retention time were significantly different (p = 8.2x10 -6). Significant differences
in peak area were also observed at 22.5 minutes retention time (p = 0.034).
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3.3.1 Peel-Off and Contamination
Although vascularized polymers were able to be
fabricated for the surface E. coli detection tests and
detection results indicated differences between control
and sample carrier fluid, a critical flaw was observed
within the vascularized polymer system when attempting
to refill the channels multiple times for continuous
detection testing. When attempting to refill repeatedly,
the polymer matrix would delaminate from the square

Figure 3.6 Vascularized polymer system
corner peel-off. An inverted vascularized
polymer that has experienced corner peeloff (red arrow) when trying to refill
channels and is now rendered useless. Scale
bar 1 cm.

petri dish (Figure 3.6). This phenomenon was referred to as peel-off. Peel-off would occur in two types:
corner peel-off and center-off. During corner-peel off, the agar would begin to separate from the square
petri dish when inverted for channel refilling. The result would be carrier fluid rushing around the agar to
the surface with bacterial growth and becoming contaminated. The use of a zigzag pattern with 90 ° corners
did not help as corner peel-off could begin from filling the channels too quickly and fluid leaking towards
the corners. On the other hand, center peel-off would occur where the center of the agar would become
dislodged from square petri dish. The resulting carrier fluid would then pool together in the center of the
dish and prohibit any fluid from being extracted from the designated inlet and outlet holes. With channels
unable to be extracted and refilled, continuous monitoring of surface bacterial growth would be difficult to
achieve.
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In addition to the peel-off from the
square petri dish, bacterial growth would
occur

within

the

channels

of

the

vascularized polymers. Since the entire
matrix was composed of LB agar, an agar
food mix that promotes bacterial growth,
bacteria were noticed forming within the
channels and would result in carrier fluid
becoming turbid from liquid bacterial
cultures

(Figure

3.7).

The

channel

Figure 3.7 Contaminated vascularized polymer. A)
Channels contaminated with bacterial growth. B) Turbid
carrier fluid with bacterial growth from channel
contamination. Scale bar 1 cm.

contamination was suspected to be the result of contamination occurring during the channel printing
process. Due to the large size of the Hyrel 3D printer, prints were conducted outside of the biosafety hood.
The rear of the printer in Figure 2.1A was exposed to the
environment to allow for the print head and corresponding
ribbon cable to move freely backwards. In an attempt to
minimize the amount of time vascularized polymers spent
in non-sterilized areas. The entire enclosure was sealed with
saran wrap and duct tape (Figure 3.8). By sealing the entire
enclosure, a liberal amount of 70 % ethanol could be
applied to the printer enclosure for creating a sterile
environment for printing. Also, the Pluronic F-127 powder
would be sterilized via autoclaving after being mixed into
Figure 3.8 Creating a sterile printing
environment. 3D printer enclosure fully
sealed with saran wrap and duct tape to
eliminate bacterial growth within channels.

previously sterilized 1X PBS to eliminate the possibility of
contamination occurring from the powder. Research
indicated autoclaving Pluronic F-127 can be autoclaved.75
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However, sterilization should be conducted at lower temperatures for longer durations of time to maintain
the rheological properties of Pluronic F-127.
3.4 Conclusions
Vascularized polymers 1.0 were able to be fabricated in three basic steps: print the channels, pour
the agar matrix, and pipette out the liquid contents. The result was a polymer with a vascular network that
could be used for surface bacterial growth testing. After 24 hours of surface bacterial growth, conductivity
measurements of the carrier fluid showed an increase in conductivity (20.09 ± 0.28 mS/cm) of sample
vascularized polymers with surface bacterial growth compared to controls (18.82 ± 0.22 mS/cm) that lacked
surface bacterial growth and were statistically significant (p = 0.00054). Absorbance measurements
followed the same trend with an increase in absorbance recorded for carrier fluid of samples (0.055 ± 0.002
a.u.) compared to controls (0.038 ± 0.009 a.u.) and were statistically significant (p = 0.029). HPLC analysis
detected a matrix-specific peak at 11.0 minutes retention time and bacterial-specific peak at 22.5 minutes
retention time. Peak area at the matrix-specific peak was greater in controls (504352 ± 25298 units)
compared to samples (69134 ± 40239 units) and statistically significant (p = 8.2x10-6). The appearance of
a bacterial-specific peak that was not observed in any of the control carrier fluid yielded a peak area of
177266 ± 107179 units and was statistically significant (p = 0.034). Surface bacterial growth remained
undisturbed throughout the entire testing process. However, peel-off prohibited further tests of refilling
channels for continuous detection tests. A new system design would be required that prevented peel-off as
well as minimizing signals from the polymer matrix.
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CHAPTER 4
VASCULARIZED POLYMERS 2.0
4.1 Introduction
After the results of the vascularized polymers 1.0, a new system was needed for continuous
monitoring of surface bacterial growth. The new system would need to prevent delamination of the polymer
during multiple extraction and refilling processes. A new polymer matrix would be required that kept salt
concentrations at a minimum to prevent unwanted signal in carrier fluid conductivity. A new channel design
would also be implemented that did not contain any 90 ° turns that could cause the carrier fluid to rupture
at sharp corners that resulted in corner peel-off. In addition to eliminating the 90 ° turns, wider channels
were needed to increase carrier fluid volume for post-analysis and maintain a continuous channel print
design.
A new multi-layer system called the vascularized polymers 2.0 was developed. Channels were now
fully embedded within the system to eliminate delamination between the petri dish and polymer. Only the
top surface of the multi-layer polymer system would be composed of a bacterial food source to help further
eliminate the possibility of bacterial growth within channels. A new set of G-codes were created that
generated a larger zigzag design with curved turns and a double channel width for maintaining channel
continuity. With a new system developed that could handle multiple refilling and extraction processes,
surface bacterial growth testing progressed.
4.2 Materials & Methods
4.2.1 Surface E. coli Detection
To fabricate vascularized polymers 2.0, 20 g of 1.5 % (w/v) Difco Bacto agar was poured into a
100 x 100 x 15 mm square petri-dish and allowed to cool overnight. The first layer of Difco Bacto agar was
the base layer. After cooling overnight, 30 % (w/v) Pluronic F-127 in 1X PBS was printed on the cooled
base layer following the 65 mm double no waste CAD model (Appendix A Table A.2) using the Hyrel
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System 30M 3D printer with VOL-25 extruder print head.
Printing temperatures were set at 30℃ extruder temperature and
50 ℃ bed temperature. Immediately after printing the channels,
a top layer of 20 g of 1.5 % (w/v) Difco Bacto agar at 50 ℃ was
added using a 25 mL serological pipette (Figure 4.1). The
technique for applying the top layer was crucial as channels
were easily washed away using the pouring technique from
vascularized polymers 1.0 fabrication. The top layer of Difco
Bacto agar was allowed to cool overnight. The next day 15 g of
4.0 % (w/v) LB agar was poured over the top layer to create a
surface layer and allowed to cool overnight. Similar to the
material and methods in Chapter 3, Pluronic F-127 ink within
the channels was evacuated by suction with a pipette through
melted inlet and outlet holes on the bottom of the petri dish.

Figure 4.1 Vascularized polymer
2.0 top layer addition technique. A
serological pipette being used to add
Difco Bacto agar over the new, wider
channel design. Scale bar 1 cm. It is
important to note the Pluronic F-127
ink has been dyed red with food
coloring for demonstration purposes.

After evacuating, channels were washed with deionized water twice. Channels were filled with 1X PBS
and inlet/outlet holes were sealed with vacuum grease and tape. Diluted liquid E. coli culture was applied
to vascularized polymers 2.0 samples using a sterile cotton tip applicator. To create a uniform bacterial
lawn, the entire polymer surface was swabbed in a side-to-side motion, rotated 60 °, and re-swabbed for a
total of 3 passes. Controls were swabbed with blank LB broth that lacked bacteria. Samples and controls
were incubated for 24 hours at 37 ℃. Channel contents were evacuated and analyzed for conductivity,
absorbance, and HPLC with the devices described in Chapter 2. Initial conductivity and absorbance values
were recorded as well for comparison. With n = 5, the multilayered vascularized polymer yielded a base
layer thickness of 2.34 ± 0.23 mm, a top layer thickness of 2.29 ± 0.22 mm, and surface layer thickness
1.70 ± 0.04 mm for an overall thickness of approximately 6.3 mm. Again, channel profiles were
approximately semicircular with a wider width of 5.94 ± 0.36 mm and a height of 0.91 ± 0.13 mm. A
schematic highlighting the location of the layers with dimensions and channel locations is visible in Figure
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4.2. For HPLC analysis, carrier fluid was diluted 1:2 with Milli-Q water due to low sample volume. Difco
Bacto agar was sourced from Fisher Scientific. The entire double-wide vascular network had a volume of
approximately 1.50 mL.

Figure 4.2 Vascularized polymer 2.0 cross-section. A) Schematic of the multi-layer system with a fully
embedded channel network with dimensions (n = 5). B) Photo of vascularized polymer cross-section used
for measurements. C) Layers pried apart and stacked. Scale bar 1 mm.
4.2.2 Continuous Detection
A bacterial growth curve for the system was first created. The bacterial growth curve was generated
by applying diluted E. coli liquid culture to the surface of 35 g 4.0 % (w/v) LB agar plates (n = 3) using a
sterile wood tip applicator. To create a uniform bacterial lawn, the entire polymer surface was swabbed in
a side-to-side motion, rotated 60 °, and re-swabbed for a total of 3 passes. A control plate was swabbed
with blank LB broth that lacked bacteria. Samples and the control were stored in an incubator at 37 ℃. At
0, 2, 4, 8, 12, 24, and 48 hours. The plates were removed from the incubator and imaged using the image
analysis instrument and software mentioned in Chapter 2.
Vascularized polymers 2.0 for continuous detection tests were fabricated in the same manner
described in the Surface E. coli detection section above. Sample vascularized polymers underwent the same
swabbing technique previously mentioned while control vascularized polymers were swabbed with blank
LB broth. Initial conductivity and absorbance measurements were recorded. For continuous monitoring,
the vascularized polymers were removed from the incubator. Tape and vacuum grease that covered the
inlet/outlet holes was removed and the carrier fluid was extracted with a pipette in the same manner shown
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in Figure 3.1C for analysis. Fresh 1X PBS was filled into the channels meticulously to ensure no air bubbles
were trapped within the channel. Inlet/outlet holes were resealed with vacuum grease and tape and returned
to the incubator at 37 ℃. The carrier fluid extraction and refilling process was repeated at 4, 8, 12, 24, and
48 hours. For HPLC analysis, carrier fluid was diluted 1:2 with Milli-Q water due to low sample volume.
4.2.3 Other Clinically Relevant Bacterial Strains
Again, vascularized polymers 2.0 for clinically relevant bacterial strain tests were fabricated in the
same manner described in the Surface E. coli detection section above. Diluted liquid P. aeruginosa culture
was applied to a set of vascularized polymers 2.0 samples labeled P1–P4 using a sterile cotton tip applicator.
Diluted liquid S. aureus culture was applied to a set of vascularized polymers 2.0 samples labeled SA1–
SA4 using a sterile cotton tip applicator. To create a uniform bacterial lawn, the entire polymer surface
was swabbed in a side-to-side motion, rotated 60 °, and re-swabbed for a total of 3 passes. Controls were
swabbed with blank LB broth that lacked bacteria. Samples and controls were incubated for 24 hours at 37
℃. Carrier fluid was evacuated and analyzed for conductivity, absorbance, and HPLC with the instruments
described in Chapter 2. Initial conductivity and absorbance values were recorded as well for comparison.
For HPLC analysis, carrier fluid was diluted 1:2 with Milli-Q water due to low sample volume.
4.3 Results and Discussion
4.3.1 Surface E. coli Detection
E. coli was applied to the surface of sample vascularized polymers to compare against control
vascularized polymers that lacked surface bacterial growth. Conductivity and absorbance measurements
were recorded (Figure 4.3A & B). Initial values were recorded for comparison. There was no significant
difference (p = 0.386) in conductivity between the carrier fluids from samples and controls at 0 hours of
bacterial growth (Figure 4.3A). An increase in conductivity was observed in samples (9.32 ± 0.22 mS/cm)
compared to controls (7.86 ± 0.29 mS/cm) after 24 hours of surface bacterial growth and was statistically
significant (p = 0.000245). The molecules most likely reduce the resistance (Equation 2) as the crosssectional area and length of the conductivity probe remain constant. The reduction in resistance then leads
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to increase in conductivity (Equation 1). The increase in carrier fluid conductivity was likely the result of
bacterial-specific charged molecules that diffused from the surface into the carrier fluid as seen in the results
of Chapter 3.16,36 Again, the molecules most likely reduce the resistance (Equation 2) as the cross-sectional
area and length of the conductivity probe remain constant. The reduction in resistance then leads to increase
in conductivity (Equation 1). It is important to note the higher conductivity results at the 0 hour bacterial
growth time were the results from evaluating the conductivity of 1X PBS. 1X PBS exhibited a conductivity
of approximately 18.00 mS/cm. 1X PBS was chosen for the inert carrier fluid as it exhibited low
cytotoxicity levels and allowed for the monitoring of the carrier fluid’s effect on the vascularized polymer
matrix as well. The decrease in conductivity from initial to final time points for both samples and controls
was likely the result of ion diffusion from the carrier fluid into the Difco Bacto agar polymer matrix which
keeps extraneous matter, pigmented portions, and salts at a minimum.

Figure 4.3 Surface E. coli detection carrier fluid conductivity and absorbance. A) Conductivity
measurements from controls (n = 4) and samples (n = 5) at 0 hours and 24 hours of surface bacterial
growth during surface E. coli detection. No statistical difference was observed at 0 hour data (p = 0.386)
and significant statistical difference observed at 24 hour data (p = 0.000245). B) Absorbance
measurements from controls (n = 4) and samples (n = 5) at 0 hours and 24 hours of surface bacterial
growth during surface E. coli detection. No statistical difference was observed at 0 hour data (p = 0.481)
and significant statistical difference observed at 24 hour data (p = 0.00260).
Absorbance measurements for samples and controls can be found in Figure 4.3B. There was no
significant difference (p = 0.481) between samples and controls at 0 hours of surface bacterial growth. An
increase in absorbance was observed in samples (0.535 ± 0.041 a.u.) compared to controls (0.430 ± 0.016
a.u.) after 24 hours of surface bacterial growth and was statistically significant (p = 0.00260). The
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wavelength of 350 nm was chosen as it yielded the greatest difference between sample and control carrier
fluids. Organic matter has been studied to be absorbed at this range according to advanced UV-vis
spectroscopy for water quality testing technique. 38 As described in Chapter 3, the increase in absorbance
was most likely attributed to an increase in concentration which would increase the absorbance of the carrier
fluid (Equation 3). Similar to conductivity, absorbance measurements of carrier fluid in samples at 24 hours
of surface bacterial growth increased significantly over the controls. 1X PBS was used for initial absorbance
measurements at 0 hours of surface bacterial growth.
HPLC analysis of the carrier fluid from vascularized polymers 2.0 revealed significant difference
between samples with surface bacterial growth and controls that lacked surface bacterial growth (Figure
4.4 A & B). It was important to acknowledge sample 5 carrier fluid was excluded from HPLC analysis
calculations due to extremely low volume from transportation failure to the HPLC analysis laboratory. An
overlay of chromatograms for a sample and a control highlighted the differences in peaks and peak areas
detected via HPLC analysis (Figure 4.4A). At 11.0 minutes retention time, controls exhibited a large peak
area (135559 ± 25497 units) while samples had a smaller peak area (14765 ± 1554 units) after 24 hours of
surface bacterial growth. The 11.0 minutes retention time peak difference was previously observed in
vascularized polymer 1.0s from Chapter 3.
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Figure 4.4 Surface E. coli detection carrier fluid HPLC analysis. A) HPLC chromatogram overlay
with offset comparing sample and control at 24 hours of surface bacterial growth during surface E. coli
detection with peaks of interest labeled i, ii, and iii. B) Sample (n = 4) and control (n = 4) peak areas at
11.0 minutes retention time were significantly different (p = 0.0024). An additional significant
difference was observed at 18.0 minutes retention time (1.9x10-7). Significant differences in peak area
were also observed at 22.5 minutes retention time (p = 0.00023).
Vascularized polymers 2.0 revealed an additional decrease in peak area observed at 18.0 minutes
retention time in samples (2335 ± 2703 units) compared to controls (98188 ± 4248 units). The 11.0 and
18.0 minutes retention time peaks were marked i and ii, respectively. The use of Difco Bacto agar for the
base and top layers allowed the 18.0 minutes retention time peak to emerge from the signal of the LB agar.
As bacterial growth increased from the beginning to end of testing, the 11.0 and 18.0 minutes retention time
peaks decreased in the samples in a manner similar to being consumed. A bacterial-specific peak appeared
at 22.5 minutes retention time, marked iii, with a peak area of 92613 ± 8698 units. The 22.5 minutes
retention time peak was only detected in carrier fluid from sample vascularized polymers 2.0. The bacterialspecific peak at 22.5 minutes retention time was previously observed in the HPLC analysis of carrier fluid
from vascularized polymers 1.0 (Figure 3.5A). As previously discussed in Chapter 3, known compounds
were evaluated for identifying the unknown peaks (Appendix B) without any matches. None of the
compounds tested matched the new 18.0 minutes retention time peak. A comparison of the peak areas after
24 hours of surface bacterial growth can be found in Figure 4.4B. There was a statistical significant
difference between samples and controls for the decreasing peak areas at 11.0 and 18.0 minutes retention
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time with p = 0.0024 and p = 1.9x10-7, respectively. The bacterial-specific peak that only appeared at 22.5
minutes retention time was also determined to be significant (p = 0.00023).
4.3.2 Continuous Detection
To continuously monitor surface bacterial growth, carrier fluid was extracted and refilled in
vascularized polymers multiple times throughout the bacterial growth curve. For continuous detection
testing, a bacterial growth curve of
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the system was generated (Figure
4.5). The normalized intensity values
were calculated by subtracting the
intensity value of the control LB agar
plate that lacked surface bacterial
growth from the sample intensity
values. Intensity values correspond to
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Figure 4.5 Continuous detection bacterial growth curve. A
growth curve for the bacteria used in the continuous detection
test (n = 3).

cells present. The growth curve was developed to compare the trends of surface bacterial growth for the
system to the trends in detection analysis of the carrier fluid. The growth curve for the surface bacteria of
the system nearly matched the bacterial growth curve described previously with Figure 1.2. From the 0 to
4 hour time range, intensity values remained constant as bacterial cells remain in the lag growth phase and
synthesize the molecules for cell division. After the 4 hour mark, the bacterial growth curve entered the
exponential growth phase with intensity measurements steadily increasing to 69 ± 3.7 intensity units at 12
hours. A plateau was then observed onwards from the 12 hour time point to the 48 hour mark. The plateau
was believed to be the stationary phase of growth in which cell division has ceased due to a lack of nutrients
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in the environment. Analysis of the carrier fluid using conductivity, absorbance, and HPLC followed similar
trends to the bacterial growth curve for the vascularized polymers 2.0 system.
Conductivity and absorbance measurements for the continuous detection test were normalized by
subtracting the control measurement that lacked surface bacterial growth at each time point. Normalized
conductivity measurements throughout the continuous detection test followed a similar curve as the
bacterial growth curve (Figure 4.6A). Initial conductivity readings appeared to remain relatively stagnant
from the 0 to 4 hour of surface bacterial growth. An increase in conductivity was then observed from 4 to
12 hours with a peak value of 1.37 ± 0.050 mS/cm. From 12 to 24 hours surface bacterial growth,
conductivity decreased slightly to 1.22 ± 0.118 mS/cm and further dropped to 0.568 ± 0.076 mS/cm at the
48 hour time period. A similar trend of increased conductivity during the exponential growth phase from
increased metabolic production, stagnation during the stationary phase, and a decrease in conductivity
during the death phase was observed by Pavlova et al.16 It was important to note that the residence time the
carrier fluid spent in the vascularized polymers was the amount of time between data points. Using the 8
hour data point as an example, the carrier fluid experienced 4 hours within the vascular channels to collect
signals since it was introduced to the system at 4 hours of surface bacterial growth. For the 48 hour data
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point, the carrier fluid would have remained in the system for an entire 24 hours to absorb bacterial-specific
and matrix-specific compounds. A similar trend was exhibit in the normalized absorbance measurements.

Figure 4.6 Continuous detection carrier fluid normalized conductivity and absorbance. A)
Normalized conductivity measurements for carrier fluid from samples (n = 5). B) Normalized absorbance
measurements for carrier fluid from samples (n = 5).
Normalized absorbance measurements of the carrier fluid detect test were recorded (Figure 4.6B).
Again, absorbance values remained relatively stagnant from the 0 to 4 hours similar to lag phase seen in
the bacterial growth curve of the system in Figure 4.5. Similar to conductivity, absorbance sharply increased
from 4 to 12 hours of surface bacterial growth. A peak absorbance was measured at 24 hours of surface
bacterial growth (0.105 ± 0.013 a.u.). From the 24 to 48 hour of surface bacterial growth, absorbance values
slightly decreased to 0.104 ± 0.009 a.u. which was on par with bacteria being in the stationary or death
phase. Unlike conductivity measurements, absorbance values at 350nm did not decrease as greatly from the
24 to 48 hours of surface bacterial growth. Conductivity measurements measure the entire carrier fluids
conductivity and can be influenced by a variety of bacterial-specific and matrix-specific compounds
whereas absorbance at the 350nm mark may not be affected by as large of a variety of molecules. Thus,
leading to a smaller decrease in signal observed from the 24 hour to 48 hour period. Again, it is important
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to remember that carrier fluid absorbance measurements experienced residence times that depended on the
time elapsed between measurements described in the previous paragraph.
HPLC
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(Figure 4.4i) and the bacterialspecific peak (Figure 4.4iii) can be
seen in Figure 4.7. Similar to the
results seen in vascularized polymer
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Figure 4.7 Continuous detection HPLC peak areas. Peak
areas from sample carrier fluid (n = 5) for the matrix-specific
peak (i) shown in orange and bacterial-specific peak (iii) shown
in blue identified previously in Figure 4.4.

a matrix-specific peak and a bacterial-specific peak over time. Data at 0 hours was not included as there
was not sufficient time to allow for diffusion from the surface to channels for analysis. For the bacterialspecific peak, a signal was not detected until 8 hours of surface bacterial growth with a peak of 639 ± 584
units. The bacterial specific peak continuously increased from 8 hours of surface bacterial growth onwards
with a peak area recorded at 48 hours (124715 ± 5674 units). As bacterial growth progressed and live cell
numbers increased, the bacterial-specific peak area increased. On the contrary, the matrix-specific peak
decreased over time with the largest signal of 139701 ± 29029 units measured initially at 4 hours. From this
point onwards, the matrix-specific peak reached a minimum peak area at 24 hours (11345 ± 9638). From
the 24 hour to 48 hour data points, the matrix-specific peak exhibited an increase in peak area to 26459 ±
22701 units. The continually decrease in peak area for the matrix-specific peak as surface bacterial growth
progressed points towards it being a food source that is consumed from metabolically active cells. The
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slight increase from 24 hours to 48 hours coincided with the bacterial growth curve for the system entering
a stationary phase. During that time period the matrix-specific signal would be able to diffuse into the
channels for collection within the carrier fluid rather than being consumed, hence the increase in peak area
for the matrix-specific peak at the 48 hour mark.
4.3.3 Other Clinically Relevant Bacterial Strains
S. aureus and P. aeruginosa were selected for vascularized polymer 2.0 detection testing as they
are common for causing infections in hospital settings. 1–3 Additionally, P. aeruginosa was selected for its
biofilm formation abilities and presence in water distribution networks. 5,8,9,21 A visible difference was
initially notice between control vascularized polymers without surface bacterial growth, samples with S.
aureus surface growth, and samples with P. aeruginosa surface growth (Figure 4.8). P. aeruginosa, marked
iii, exhibited a green-blue hue which was most likely from its unique metabolites, pyoverdine and
pyocyanin, that resulted in its distinct coloration on surface. 40,41 Whereas the vascularized polymers with S.
aureus surface growth appeared to be the same hue as the controls except with a fuzzy lawn of surface
bacterial growth. Also, it is important to highlight that Figure 4.8 shows the bacterial growth on the surface
remains undisturbed with the buried channel detection system.

Figure 4.8 Visible differences between other clinically relevant bacterial strains. i, ii, and iii
represent controls without surface bacterial growth, samples with S. aureus surface growth, and samples
with P. aeruginosa surface growth, respectively. Scale bar 1 cm.
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The conductivity and absorbance of the carrier fluids in the vascularized polymers for clinically
relevant bacterial strains test were measured after 24 hours of surface bacterial growth (Figure 4.9A & B).
Conductivity measurements showed significant differences between carrier fluid from samples and controls
(Figure 4.9A). Samples with P. aeruginosa surface growth recorded the highest conductivity value (8.823
± 0.275 mS/cm) and were statistically significant compared to controls that lacked surface bacterial growth
( p = 0.000948). S. aureus surface growth samples exhibited a greater conductivity (8.428 ± 0.186 mS/cm)
than the controls (7.551 ± 0.120 mS/cm) and were statistically different (p = 0.000460) as well. However,
carrier fluid conductivity measurements were not statistically different compared between samples with P.
aeruginosa surface growth and samples with S. aureus surface growth (p = 0.0604). As previously stated,
the increase in carrier fluid conductivity of sample vascularized polymers with S. aureus or P. aeruginosa
surface growth was most likely the result of charged bacterial-specific compounds released from metabolic
activity diffusing from the surface into the channels that alter the resistance of the carrier fluid.16,36

Figure 4.9 Other clinically relevant bacterial strains carrier fluid conductivity and absorbance. A)
Conductivity measurements at 24 hours of bacterial growth from controls (n = 4), S. aureus samples (n
= 4), and P. aeruginosa samples (n = 4). Both S. aureus samples (p = 0.000460) and P. aeruginosa
samples (p = 0.000948) were significantly different from controls, but not when compared to each other
(p = 0.0604). B) Absorbance measurements at 24 hours of surface bacterial growth from controls (n =
4), S. aureus samples (n = 4), and P. aeruginosa samples (n = 4). P. aeruginosa samples were both
significantly different from controls (p = 0.000339) and S. aureus samples (p = 0.000371). S. aureus
samples were significantly different from controls (p = 0.00517).
Absorbance measurements from carrier fluid from different bacterial strains test at 24 hours of
surface bacterial growth also showed significant differences (Figure 4.9B). P. aeruginosa exhibited the
largest absorbance measurement (1.578 ± 0.133 a.u.) that was significantly different from both the controls
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(p = 0.000339) and S. aureus samples (p = 0.000371). Absorbance spectra of pyocyanin released from P.
aeruginosa demonstrate a peak absorbance at 370nm and most likely resulted in the large absorbance
reading for the carrier fluid extracted from the vascularized polymers with P. aeruginosa growing on the
surface.41 S. aureus surface growth samples had a greater absorbance (0.459 ± 0.020 a.u.) than the controls
(0.403 ± 0.017 a.u.) and were statistically significant (p = 0.00517). Furthermore, analysis with HPLC
showed interesting differences between the samples and controls.
HPLC analysis of carrier fluid after 24 hours of surface bacterial growth revealed distinct
differences between samples with P. aeruginosa surface growth, samples with S. aureus surface growth,
and controls without surface bacterial growth (Figure 4.10). The chromatogram for the control was shown
in grey. Green and blue were used for samples with S. aureus and P. aeruginosa, respectively. The first
region of interest occurred between 10 and 12 minutes retention time (Figure 4.10A). At 11.0 minutes
retention time, controls exhibited the large matrix-specific peak observed in previous experiments with a
peak area of 165100 ± 4781 units. Samples with S. aureus surface growth exhibited a decreased peak area
at 11.0 minutes retention time (41304 ± 23190 units). The carrier fluid from the P. aeruginosa samples had
no peak at the 11.0 minutes retention time and instead presented a new peak at 11.3 minutes retention time
with an area of 128567 ± 17617 units. The next region of interest was found at from the 17 to 19 minutes
retention time range (Figure 4.10B). At the 18.0 minute mark, the controls again exhibited a large peak are
of 96894 ± 3361 units seen before in the results of the surface E. coli detection and continuous detection
tests. The S. aureus samples had a decreased peak area of 26202 ± 3361 units at the 18.0 minute mark.
Again, the P. aeruginosa samples lacked any peak at or around this time region. Lastly, only the S. aureus
samples exhibited the bacterial-specific peak at 22.5 minutes retention time with an area of 44700 ± 4042
units (Figure 4.10C). The 22.5 minutes peak retention time was also seen in vascularized polymer samples
with E. coli growth on the surface. Using gas chromatography mass spectrometry, Filipiak et al noticed
distinct differences between volatile metabolites when evaluating ventilator headspace samples from S.
aureus and P. aeruginosa.2 In particular, aldehydes including acetaldehyde and 3-methylbutanol were only
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taken up by P. aeruginosa, but released by S. aureus. The differences in volatile metabolites taken up and
released by other clinically relevant bacterial strains could result in the differences observed in HPLC
analysis.

Figure 4.10 HPLC analysis of carrier fluid from other clinically relevant bacterial strains test. A)
Region of interest from 10 to 12 minutes retention time. B) Region of interest from 17 to 19 minutes
retention time. C) Region of interest from 21 to 24 minutes of retention time. Control chromatogram
shown in grey. S. aureus chromatogram shown in green. P. aeruginosa chromatogram shown in blue.
4.4 Conclusions
4.4.1 Surface E. coli Detection
Vascularized polymers were re-designed to create a multi-layer system that prevented peel-off. The
use of Difco Bacto agar kept salt concentrations at a minimum for the base and top layer which decreased
the signal noise from the polymer matrix. The multi-layer system and new curved double-wide channel
design eliminated peel-off to allow for channels to be continuously refilled. After 24 hours of surface
Escherichia coli growth, 1X PBS carrier fluid from samples with surface bacterial growth exhibited an
increase in conductivity (9.32 ± 0.22 mS/cm) compared to controls that lacked surface bacterial growth
(7.86 ± 0.29 mS/cm) and was statistically significant (p = 0.000245). Absorbance at 350nm was also
increased in carrier fluid from samples (0.535 ± 0.041 a.u.) compared to controls (0.430 ± 0.016 a.u.) and
was statistically significant (p = 0.00260). Further analysis with HPLC revealed differences in peak areas
with a matrix-specific peak detected at 11.0 minutes retention time and bacterial-specific peak detected
22.5 minutes. The 11.0 and 22.5 peaks were observed previously in vascularized polymer 1.0 experiments.
An additional peak difference was observed at 18.0 minutes retention time with the new vascularized
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polymer 2.0 system. Peak areas at 11.0, 18.0, and 22.5 minutes retention time between samples and controls
were determined to be statistically significant with p = 0.0024, p = 1.9x10-7, p = 0.00023, respectively.
4.4.2 Continuous Detection
The multi-layered system allowed for channels to evacuated and refilled multiple times without
delamination between the layers or petri dish from occurring. Continuous detection was evaluated by
evacuating the channels and refilling with new carrier fluid. A bacterial growth curve was developed for
the system to compare trends in live cell growth to signals in carrier fluid. The bacterial growth curve
indicated a lag phase for the system occurred from 0 to 4 hours of surface bacterial growth. An exponential
growth phase occurred from 4 to 12 hours of surface bacterial growth. Afterwards, bacteria remained in a
stationary phase to the end of testing at 48 hours growth. Normalized conductivity measurements followed
a similar trend with a lag phase observed around 0 to 4 hours surface bacterial growth. Peak normalized
conductivity occurred at 12 hours of surface bacterial growth (1.37 ± 0.050 mS/cm) and decreased from the
24 to 48 hour time periods to 0.568 ± 0.076 mS/cm. Normalized absorbance measurements followed a
similar trend with a lag phase of absorbance observed from 0 to 4 hours of surface bacterial growth.
Absorbance steadily increased to a peak value of 0.105 ± 0.013 a.u. at 24 hours of surface bacterial growth
and then plateaued to 48 hours of surface bacterial growth. The HPLC peak areas of a matrix-specific peak
and bacterial-specific peak identified previously in the surface E. coli detection test were evaluated. The
matrix-specific peak decreased in area as surface bacterial growth progressed. The bacterial-specific peak
increased in area as surface bacterial growth progressed. It was important to remember that carrier fluid
absorbance measurements experienced residence times that depended on the time elapsed between
measurements. Longer residence times could have allowed for more molecule collection and increased
signal strength.
4.4.3 Other Clinically Relevant Bacterial Strains
P. aeruginosa and S. aureus were selected for testing due to their presence in hospital and
underground water distribution settings. After 24 hours of surface bacterial growth, visible differences
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could be observed between controls that lacked surface bacterial, samples with S. aureus surface growth,
and samples with P. aeruginosa surface growth. Carrier fluid from P. aeruginosa samples exhibited the
highest conductivity (8.823 ± 0.275 mS/cm) compared to samples with S. aureus surface growth (8.428 ±
0.186 mS/cm), and controls (7.551 ± 0.120 mS/cm). Both P. aeruginosa samples and S. aureus samples
conductivity measurements were statistically significant compared to controls with p = 0.000948 and p =
0.000460, respectively. However, conductivity measurements between both sample sets were not
statistically significant (p = 0.0604). Absorbance measurements for P. aeruginosa exhibited the largest
absorbance (1.578 ± 0.133 a.u.) and were statistically significant from both controls (p = 0.000339) and
samples with S. aureus surface growth (p = 0.000371). S. aureus samples exhibited an increased absorbance
(0.459 ± 0.020 a.u.) over controls (0.403 ± 0.017 a.u.) and were determined to be statistically significant (p
= 0.00517). HPLC analysis highlighted differences between samples and controls. Peak area for the matrix
specific peak at 11.0 minutes retention time was greatest in controls (165100 ± 4781 units). S. aureus
samples displayed a decreased peak area (41304 ± 23190 units) at the11.0 minutes retention time mark. P.
aeruginosa samples exhibited no peak at 11.0 minutes retention time and exhibited a new peak at 11.3
minutes retention time with a peak area of 128567 ± 17617 units. A similar phenomenon was observed with
the matrix specific peak at 18.0 minutes being present in controls (96894 ± 3361 units), decreased in S.
aureus samples (26202 ± 3361 units), and completely absent in P. aeruginosa samples. The bacterialspecific peak at 22.5 minutes retention time was only observed in S. aureus samples with a peak area of
44700 ± 4042 units. A combination of conductivity, absorbance, and HPLC analysis could allow for the
identification of bacterial strains.
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CHAPTER 5
APPLICATIONS & CONCLUSIONS
5.1 Applications
As previously mentioned from Chapter 1, surface bacterial growth is problematic in a wide range
of areas.1–11 In particular, underground water distribution networks are particular susceptible to surface
bacterial growth due to the added benefits for bacteria by adhering to surfaces rather than remaining in the
liquid phase.20–23 Vascularized polymers would be most useful for surface bacterial detection at buried
interfaces like the inner walls of pipelines in underground water distribution networks. A vascularized
polymer could be designed as a thin liner that would be attached to the inner walls of the pipeline. To retain
the vascularized polymer and prevent it from being damaged by any debris, a metal mesh could be placed
over the polymer still allowing for surface bacterial growth to occur between grates. An inlet/outlet tubing
system would allow for the channels to be refilled and extracted at the above-ground level for easier surface
testing processes rather than having to disassemble the system for obtaining a pipe coupon. A conductivity
probe and detector at a fixed wavelength of 350 nm could be used to quickly evaluate surface bacterial
growth based on the carrier fluid’s measurements. After conductivity and absorbance testing, the carrier
fluid could still be sent to a laboratory setting for further HPLC analysis.
Additionally, vascularized polymers have the potential for use within catheter tubing for the
continuous monitoring of bacterial infections in patients. It is important to note that indwelling urinary
catheter tubing typically ranges from 4.7–5.3 mm in diameter.4 Therefore, the dimensions of the overall
system would need to be greatly reduced to the nanometer scale. The size reduction could be achieved
through the use of smaller needles in the 3D printing fabrication process. Rather than remove the catheter
from the patient for testing and further increase the risk of infection, a secondary inlet/outlet line system
attached to a nano-vascularized polymer liner within the inner catheter wall could allow for passive
monitoring of surface bacterial growth. In both cases, if surface bacterial growth were detected, filling the
channels with an antibiotic has shown the ability to combat bacterial growth. 52 However, in an attempt to
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avoid the danger of generating antibiotic resistance with excessive antibiotic use, furanone, a quorum
sensing inhibitor, could be implemented to prevent microbial communication and biofilm formation.
Another unique application with vascularized polymers would be the use for microbial farming. In
the case of P. aeruginosa, pyocyanin produced from the bacteria has exhibited antifungal activity against
mycotoxigenic fungi strains.41 To harvest the pyocyanin, bacterial cells are initially grown in a liquid culture
and then quenched with chloroform to eliminate cell growth. centrifugation and vacuum filtration are then
required to extract the pyocyanin for testing. Instead, vascularized polymer could be implemented to allow
for non-destructive growth of P. aeruginosa on the surface. Then over time, valuable bacterial-specific
compounds of interest like pyocyanin would diffuse from the surface to the embedded channels for easy
collection in the carrier fluid. No longer would the process require the bacterial culture to be quenched,
centrifuged, and extensively filtered.
5.2 Summary of Work
In this work, a novel system was developed for detecting surface bacterial growth with vascularized
polymers. The vascularized polymers were inspired by vascular networks in plants and animals that allow
for diffusion and long-range transport of signal molecules. An advanced fugitive ink 3D printing technique
allowed for vascular networks to be fabricated within a polymer matrix. Inert carrier fluid within the
vascular channels was analyzed with conductivity, UV-vis spectroscopy, and HPLC: methods that ranged
in both sensitivity and accessibility. The diffusion of bacterial-specific compounds from the surface to the
buried channels resulted in significant differences observed in conductivity, UV-vis spectroscopy, and
HPLC between samples with surface bacterial growth and controls that lacked surface growth. A second
prototype design was required to combat peel-off and contamination within the channels. The creation of
multi-layered vascularized polymers 2.0 allowed for more versatile testing. Extracting and refilling the
vascular channels with fresh carrier fluid allowed for the system to continuously monitor bacterial growth
and be reusable. Clinically relevant bacterial strains S. aureus and P. aeruginosa were tested and exhibited
significant differences in carrier fluid measurements compared to controls. This work lays the foundation
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for the use of vascularized polymers at truly buried interfaces such as the inner walls of underground water
distribution networks for surface bacterial detection where standard surface detection methods could be
difficult to perform.
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APPENDIX A: VASCULAR CHANNEL DESIGNS
Chapter 3 referenced the use of a CAD model called EXP 6 mini zigzag to print channels within a 100 x
100 x 15 mm square petri dish. Table A.1 displays the parameters used to design the Exp 6 mini zigzag
channel design.
Table A.1 EXP 6 mini zigzag CAD model parameters.
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Chapter 4 referenced the use of a CAD model called 65 mm double no waste to print channels within a 100
x 100 x 15 mm square petri dish. Table A.2 displays the parameters used to design the 65 mm double no
waste channel design.
Table A.2 65 mm double no waste CAD model parameters.
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APPENDIX B: HPLC CHROMATOGRAMS
Chapter 3 and 4 reported the use of selected compounds from literature in an attempt to identify the peaks
of interest observed from vascularized polymer carrier fluid HPLC analysis. The following figures depict
the HPLC chromatograms from the selected compounds.

Figure B.1 Glucose chromatogram.

Figure B.2 Glutamate chromatogram.
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Figure B.3 Acetic acid chromatogram.

Figure B.4 4-Hydroxybenzoic acid chromatogram.
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Figure B.5 3,4-Dihydroxybenzoic acid chromatogram.
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